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The wellness market is having a continuous growth that 

denotes the vital  importance it brings to real estate 

investments. In the coming years we wil l  see a substantial  

increase in the priorit ization of health and wellness when 

defining an investment.

The trends are oriented towards the use of clean and 

natural products in al l  areas, the connection with nature, 

alternative treatments and therapies,  meditation and yoga 

practices, sports and outdoor recreation spaces and al l  

those services that generate improvements in the qual ity of 

l i fe.  

At SADHU we give great importance to al l  this and we have 

taken it into account in the conceptual ization of the design 

and the overal l  experience.
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GENERATING HEALTH AND WELLNESS 
AROUND THE WORLD 

Our brand benefits those who choose our destinations to 

l ive, enjoy and heal .

We discover wonderful places in the world, investing in 

them, enjoying their progress, growth, tourist power and 

investment attraction, which are representative f lagship of 

SADHU Global Wellness.

The organic transformation of the world has provoked 

modif ications that are changing the perception of l i fe,  

throughout t ime. 

In the evolution, our projects wil l  be very important,  

generating health and wellness. Result ing in a great 

contribution in the qual ity of l i fe to the user's experience 

and valuation of real estate investments.
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OUR CORPORATE IDENTITY BRINGS 
MULTIPLE BENEFITS.

SADHU provides each destination with a unique proposal ,  a 

clear vision of values, supporting al l  its business units.

Its purpose is to create a social and corporate conscience.

It designs global ly conscious, health and wellness 

communities.

It  achieves public recognit ion, creating awareness and 

generating customer loyalty.

Its destinations form a global space and each one of them 

reflects its tangible and intangible corporate values.

The architectural design is adapted to each region, adding 

value to its heritage.

The different destinations create a network of essential  

value and strong advantages that capital ize on them, 

creating a chain of healthy and innovative experiences.



OUR VALUES.

EQUILIBRIUM:  To l ive in harmony with nature, the activit ies of the community wil l  be developed in 

such a way that they are compatible with the maintenance and improvement of the ecological 

environment.

COMMITMENT:  With the degree of environmental protection in order to maintain a healthy 

environment in which to l ive, learn and work.

CONNECTION:  With our inner Self and with nature.

INCLUSION AND EQUITY:  Indispensable requirements for society and sustainable development, 

just as development cannot be solely from an economic point of view, nor can sustainabil ity refer 

exclusively to the protection of the environment.



AN INVESTMENT IN OUR WELL-BEING.

We radical ly transform the essence of residential  real estate into a new concept of wellness. The 

home, the community and the surrounding environment directly affect our behaviors and l i festyle,  

determining health outcomes.

At SADHU, we address health chal lenges by placing people's qual ity of l i fe at the center of project 

conception, design and creation as well  as their community environment. We represent the global 

change that arises from the need to bui ld a new world of multidimensional wellness, integrating 

elements of the green/sustainable bui lding movement, organic design, conscious urbanism and 

organic farming. We adapt, blend and incorporate the conceptual ization of a residential  

community in which to invest in your well-being.



SADHU joins groups of entrepreneurs around the world with 

the mission to create forests and jungles.

Planting more trees is the way we can reduce CO2 emissions 

and have a healthy ecosystem. Prevent,  stop and reverse the 

degradation of ecosystems around the world.

The health of our ecosystems directly depends on the health 

of our planet and its inhabitants.

TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

SADHU
®



We intend to become a global brand with different places in the world that offer the possibi l ity 

to discover different destinations and l ive cultural and wellness experiences.
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SADHU Tulum is immersed in the heart of the Mayan jungle, 

a place that invites you to discover al l  its spaces, colors,  

sounds, aromas, ancestral teachings, having the feel ing of 

being in "The Anteroom of Paradise".  This way you can 

rekindle your consciousness in relation to al l  the blessings 

that Pachamama continual ly gives us.

The Riviera Maya is a natural treasure that has the most 

varied ecosystems on the planet.  Its r ichness is 

extraordinary, the forms, geological processes and deep 

energies dazzle us at every step. Its archaeological areas 

appear in secret corners of the jungle, where ancient 

cultures have left traces of a legacy that remains al ive to this 

day.



SADHU EXPERIENCE
HOTEL &  SPA

RETAIL EXPERIENCE
CONSUMO LOCAL

YOGIC ECOSYSTEM
CENTRO DE B IENESTAR

GREEN SMART HOMES
RESIDENCIAS

ART EXPERIENCE
GALERÍA DE ARTE

SADHU Tulum integrates the network of wonderful destinations in the world to 

l ive, enjoy and heal with the seal of qual ity of SADHU GLOBAL WELLNESS.
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CONTACT:  Enr ique  Domínguez

in fo@sadhu .com.mx
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